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This invention is designed primarily for the
convenient assemblage or stacking of carbon
blanks as they come from the forming stage, pre
liminary to Such final treatment as their par

(CI. 271-71)

tudinal sectional elevation of the machine.

ticular requirements call for to prepare them for

5

The invention is especially adapted and is pri
marily intended for edge or upright stacking of
the blanks as they come from the forming mech
anism, the stack building up horizontally with
the blanks vertical, although it is capable of em
ployment to assemble the blanks in a vertical
stack, feeding either to the top or bottom of the

O

their ultimate use.

Fig. 7 is a detail in side elevation of a guide
rod and reciprocating hook combination.
Fig. 8 is a plan of the same.

:-

Fig. 9 is a longitudinal sectional elevation of
the same, showing the hookretracted.
Fig. 10 is a sectional plan of the Same.
...
Fig. 11 is a transverse section of the Same; on
20 line - of Fig. 7.

Fig. 12 is a transverse section through a stack

showing the manner of stacking on the rods.

or web of card board or other suitable material
from which paper cartons are made, at regu 25
larly spaced intervals along its length, as by

transverse slits which partially sever the material

and provide tearing lines, and at the same time
the formation of two opposed lateral notches in

termediate the weakened or tearing lines, and
the repetitious sudden acceleration of the end
section in advance of the foremost slit, thus tear
ing off that advanced section, and the gripping
of the successive separated blank Sections and

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the front portion of
the machine with the gear case in Section.
Fig. 4 is an opposite side elevation of substan
tially the same portion of the machine as is
shown in Fig. 3 with the gear case in Section.
Fig. 5 is a plan on enlarged Scale of the gripper
roll and of the adjacent ends of the stripper and
guide rods and of the reciprocating hooks.
Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation on the Scale of
Fig. 5 on the line 6-6 in FigS. 1A and 5.

Stack.

While the invention is applicable to blanks of
any conventional size, it has especial utility with
relatively small size blanks, as for packages
which may be carried in a west pocket and which,
therefore, are discharged in great rapidity from
a continuous forming mechanism.
The invention contemplates, as an incident of
the Operation, the weakening of a traveling strip

2

Figs. 2A and 2B together constitute a longi

Fig. 13 is a transverse section on the line f3-3
of Fig. 1A.

-

Fig. 14 is an enlarged face view of a blank sec
tion such as the apparatus forms and Stacks.
Fig. 15 is a plan of a web as it enters the ap
paratuS.

30

Figs. 16, 17 and 18 show the web in successive
stages of the operation.
As shown, the blanking mechanism is Con

nected directly on to a printer and is driven by

the same power shaft as is the printer. In order

to understand the purpose and operation of the
35 mechanism, it Will be well to refer to the prod
with their notches upon a pair of rods.
uct drawings constituting Figs. 14 to 18. The
The grippers rotate about an axis parallel with
final product which is formed and stacked by
the plane of the traveling strip and the rods are
this mechanism is shown in Fig. 14 and is, in
so disposed that their ends enter into the notches
reality, a duplex blank, that is, two individual
at a selected point in the movement of the blanks
and strip the blanks from the grippers. Prefer 40 final blanks connected together, which is desig
nated generally by the letter A. This blank has
ably this is done after a rotation of about 90,
thus causing the blanks to aSSune an erect po
been scored and cut so as to form foldable tabs
and notches and a transverse tearing line. The
sition and to build up the stack horizontally. A

moving them to a position where they are stacked

reciprocating hook operated in properly timed

relation to the delivery of the blanks on to the
rods, forces each blank up against the stack and
thus advances the stack each time the thickness

45

The embodiment of the invention selected for

after which the invention will be. pointed out in
claim.S.

lines represent the cuts. in this particular blank

cuts a and Score lines b have been formed in each

individual half of the duplex blank, making two

Small Square tabs and two oblong tabs on each

of a blank.

the purpose of illustration and shown in the ac
companying drawings will now be described,

light lines represent the scoring and the heavy

50

edge of each half and transverse and longitudi

nal lines b on which it may be folded. Also on
each edge between the two individual blanks is

formed
a notch c, and a transverse slit a forms a
tearing line joining the middle of the notches.

This duplex blank shown in Fig. 14 is one of
Figs. A and 1B together constitutes a plan of
a complete machine embodying the invention, 55 the blank sections torn from the traveling strip
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4.

and caught by the grippers and stacked. It
therefore had a weakened line at each end which

is designated a '. Since the strip is torn off in
sections on the lines a , it will be appreciated that
the intermediate tearing line a is merely inci
dental and plays no part in the steps which Con

5

and 8' and except for the dies are similar in all
respects to rolls f 5 and 5', being geared together
by gears 9 and 9' and roll 8 being driven from
shaft 3 by bevel gears 20 and 20'.
From this second pair of rolls the sheet passes
;through the third pair still shown on Fig. 1B.

stitute this invention. In a Subsequent Opera
tion not disclosed herein and forming no part

This pair consists of rolls-2? and 2? which have
dies that do the transverse Scoring and cutting

of this invention, the pair of individual blanks

:and cut the bottom of the lotches c, leaving the
strips as shown in Fig. 18. The rolls are geared
together by gears 22 and 22' and roll 2 is driven
from shaft, 3 by bevel gears 23 and 23.
Erom rolls 2,2' the strips continue through
the fourth pair of rolls which are the first and
5 relatively large rolls shown on Fig. 2A. These
rolls 24 and 24' are geared together by gears 25
:and 25, and iroll 24 has a drive connection with
shaft 3 through bevel gears 26 and 26. Dies
On this pair of rolls are fashioned to knock out
20 the loose, cut-out pieces from the strips.
A gear case cover 27 encloses the gears out
side theside plate and a:cover 28 encloses the
shaft 3 and the level gears and bearing brackets

are torn apart on the line a which intersects the -0
notches, and the individual blanks are properly
folded into cartons and are delivered to a fill
ing machine. By severing the blaniks in pairs,
the notches c are obtained which serve a func

tion in Stacking.

The printed sheet or web B emerges from the
printer P and in practice is wides enough-to-make
several rows of blanks. For this purpose the
sheet is cut into a plurality of strips, shown as
three in the drawings but in practice consider
ably exceeding that number. Fig. 16 shows the
sheet cut into the three strips B, B2 and B3.

As will be shown, this is done by dies on a first

pair of rolls as the sheet travels. The next pair
of Folks puts in the longitudinal creases, convert

outside the plate-2.

25

sing the strips to the condition shown in Fig. 17.

A third pair of rolls make the transverse cuts
and creases and also make the cuts in the bottoms

of the notches c, leaving the StripS as shown in

Fig. 18. As the strips pass through a fourth pair

30

!of rolls, the Small pieces cut out to form the
notches are knocked out. The continuous strips
are then ready to be torn into their sections
which constitute the blank units that are.stacked,
and this is done by means of Succeeding rolls, as 3

and have substantially the same peripheral-speed.
From the rolls 24 and 24' the strips proceed
through two smaller roll pairs, as will be seen in
Fig. 2A, for example, and the strips are torn
into blank Sections. On the lines 'a' in a manner

that will now be described. In this case, however,
'the upper 'rolls are not unitary, full length rolls
but instead in each case comprise a plurality of

Separate coaxial-olls corresponding in number
:to the number of strips. Hence in the illustrated
construction we will see that there are three
upper rolls for each -roll pair. Ehe two roll pairs

'will be seen.

Figs. 1B and 2B show the first part of the
mechanism in the Order of operation which pre
pares the sheet in the form shown in Fig. lib, the
final portion which separates the sheet into
:blanks and stacks the blank being shown in Figs.
1A;and 2A, it being understood that the dot and
sidash lines X-X and Y-Y are the lines on
which the figures having the same caption let
tersare to be joined.

The four pairs of rolls which have been de
Scribed all act as feed rolls for the Web material

...)

sarejarranged in close tandem with their bites on
the strips Spaced less than the distance between
tWO. Successive tearing linesia'.

The lower rolls of these two roll pairs are
driven from the shaft of roll 24 and the three

part upper -roll of each pair is not positively
driven. The two lower rolls are numbered, re
The frame of the mechanism consists of the
Spectively, 29 and 30, these rolls being also solid
-bed plate O and the two side plates E and 2. smetal-rolls with reduced centering:ends and fur
Bearing in the side plates are four pairs of simi
ther reduced hub portions that bear in side
ar3size rols arranged intanden, all driven from
plates - and 2. The rolls are substantially half
a shaft 3 which runs along the outer side of 5 the size of roll 24, and since they have substan
-plate 2 continuing from the printer and bears
tially the same peripheral speed as roll 24, they
are driven at substantially double the R. P. M.

in brackets f4 on the outer face of the plate.
The rolls are solid metal rolls having two re
:ductions in diameter and on: one end each pair is

Of roll -24.

The gear-drive is shown in Figs. 1A and 3. On
the projecting end of the hub of roll 30 outside

geared together in a one-to-One ratio and on the
*other end the lower roll of the pair is connected
:by bevel gears to be driven from the shaft 3.
The first pair of rolls to act on the sheet Basit
comes from the printer are the rolls 5 and 5'

plate f is a gear 3? which is one-half the pitch

diameter of gear 25 on roll 24. These two gears
- are connected through an idler gear 32 on a
Stub-shaft that bears in side plate f. On the
Sane. Stub tshaft is gear 33 that meshes with a
gear:34 on the hub of roll 29, the ratio between
gears 33 and 34 being such that roll 29 is driven
at the same R. P. M. as is roll:30 and at double

which are centered between the side plates of
stheframe by reduced send portions of the rolls
that are continued as:further reduced hubs bear

ing in the side plates. Gears 6 and 6' on the
- Outer ends of the hubs outside of the plate f-f are
in-mesh, and bevelgear on the outer-end of the
hub of roll is outside the plate 2 meshes with

the R. P.M. - of roll 24.

The three upper rolls for roll.29 are eachinum

bered 29' and the three upper rolls for roll 30

bevel gear 1 on shaft 3 and is driven thereby.

are each numbered 30'. Each of the three rolls

Thus the Shaft -3 drives rolls f S and 5' at the

29' has its axis bearing in a bifurcated support

same angular and peripheral speed. These rolls
have dies which cut the sheet B into a plurality

‘of longitudinal strips, shown as three in Fig. 16.

From thence the sheet in strip form passes
through the next pair of rolls which have dies
to do the longitudinal scoring or creasing as
shown in Fig. 17. These rolls are numbered 8

arm

)

35 that is Secured at its rear end on to a rock
shaft 36 that extends transversely across the ma
chine and bears in plates if and 2. This rock
shaft has a lever arm 37 secured on it just inside
plate 2 and having a roller 38 on its free end
which rides. On a four lobe cam 39 on the reduced
end of roll 24. The rolls 29' rest of their own

2,599,442
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The drive for the gripper roll is shown in Figs.

weight on roll 29 or the web between them, and
periodically when the rolls 30 and 30’ are tear

1A and 4, and consists of a sprocket wheel 48 on

ing off the end blank sections, the rolls 29' are
pressed down with added force toward roll 29 by
the action of the cam 39 on the bell-crank lever

the end of the hub of roll 30 outside the plate 2,
a Sprocket Wheel 49 On the end of the axle 47' and
a Sprocket chain 50 on these two sprockets. The
Sprocket 49 is twice the size of sprocket 48 and

strips as a sudden pull is exerted on their end

hence roll 47 turns at half the speed of roll 30.
The individual grippers consist each of two flat
spring members 5 with their free ends extending
rearwardly with relation to the direction of rota
tion which is counterclockwise as shown in Fig.
6. These gripper fingers are provided with a re

support for rolls 29, thus gripping the running

sections. As a matter of fact the roll 29 is given

a slight overdrive to keep the web under tension
for the action of the dies on the knock-Out

O

rolls 24 and 24', and web tensioning means (not
shown) are provided for a similar purpose in
front and rear of each of the rolls f 8 and 2.

The three upper rolls 30' each have their axes
bearing in bifurcated hangers 40 similar to the

5

lever arms 35. These hanger arms 40 bear at

their rear ends on a transverse rod 4 and have

an upward extension 42 that, for the purpose of

adjustment, has near its free end a hole in which
is entered a screw stud 43 extending forwardly
from a bracket 44 bolted on top of the plates
and 2. A coil spring. 45 on the stud back of
the extension 82 urges the extension 42 forward
against an adjustable stop 46.
The roll 30 has two peripheral raised portions
30’’ which are disposed 180° apart. Since the
roll 30 has the same angular speed as roll 29
and except for the raised portions is of the Sane
diameter as roll 29, it is apparent that the pe
ripheral speed of portions 30' will be somewhat
greater than the peripheral speed of roll 29.

20

25

Therefore, when the portions 30’ engage the web,
it instantaneously accelerates the end portion of
its strip and tears the end blank section off at the
first line d', the web being gripped at that instant :s 5
by the engagement of rolls 29 and 29' through
the properly timed action of cam 39. The bite
of rolls 30 and 30' during the period of accelera
tion is just ahead of line a' and back of the lead
ing line ca, and the bite of the rolls 29 and 29 40
at that instant is back of the leading line d'

Verse bend SQ as to have a resilient line contact
With the roll surface some distance from the fixed
end, and then they extend out more or less

tangentially to form a guide for the blanks under
Ileath the fingers and into the nip of the grippers.
The cooperative action of the tearing and grip
ping rolls will be apparent from Figs. 2A and 6.
In Fig. 2A the central blank strip B2 is being fed
toward the left by rolls 24 and 24' and by rolls
29 and 29, the feed being toward the left. The
lobe of can 39 is just about to raise roller 38 and
cause roll 29' to exert a squeeze on the web. Also
the raised portion 30' of roll 30 is just about to
engage the Web and tear off the leading blank
Section.

In the position shown in Fig. 6, these actions

have occurred. The leading blank, marked A, is

torn from the strip B2 and the length of portion
39'' is such as to propel the severed blank under
neath the slower moving gripper fingers 5f. The

continuous repetition of this action and the rota
tion of the gripper roll causes the blanks to be
delivered and Stacked in a manner now to be de

scribed. ASSociated with and overlying each pair
of gripper fingers is a bowed wiper strip 52 hav

ing its convex side out. The function of the wiper
is to promote the correct movement of the blank
ahead in case it gets stuck or is sluggish about
3.SSunning its correct position.
The stack holders for the blanks of each strip
and ahead of the second line a. Hence the tear
consist of two parallel guide and supporting rods
is bound to occur on the line (t' between the
53, the ends of which operate as pick-off fingers.
bites.
The stop 46 is set so that the rolls 30' are free 45 The construction of thees rods is shown in detail
in Figs. 7 to 12, inclusive. They consist of elon
of the web except during the passage of the por
gated, tubular members, slotted on the upper side
tions 30' past the plane intersecting the axes
of their receiving ol' pick-off ends and having
of rolls 3 and 30', as a result of which the web
their extreme pick-off ends extending upwardly
strips pass freely over roll 30 except for the
at an oblique angle and hence slotted through so
periods when the portions 30' are operating. As
as to be bifurcated. The top edges of the slotted
the blank sections are torn off, they are fed for
end are provided with teeth shaped to allow the
Ward at the accelerated rate into grippers, the
blanks to pass over them freely in the direction
construction and operation of which will now
toward the stack but having abrupt edges in the
be described.
In front of the roll 3 is a gripper roll 47. This : Opposite direction to prevent the return of the
blanks.
roll is hollow and has its ends reduced similar
Slidable in the slot of each rod is a hook mem
to the preceding rolls within which is Secured
an axle member 47' which bears in the side plates
ber 54. This hook member consists of a round
and 2. The roll 47 has three gripper bearing
rod or Wire with a bent-up end that reciprocates
portions in line with the respective rolls 30' and in the slotted end of the guide rod. The hook rod
between the gripper bearing portions are cir
extends into the axial bore of the guide rod and is
reciprocated therein by a pivoted lever or pitman
cumferential grooves within which operate strip
per fingers as will later appear.
55 actuated through mechanism presently to be
described. As shown, the hook rod has its inner
The gripper roll 47 is of the same diameter as
end Screw threaded and screws into a block 5S
the unraised portion of roll 39 and is driven by
which is Square in cross section and slides in a
roll 3e at one-half the R. P. M. of roll 3). In
square slot 57 in the rod 53, having a lateral pin
other words, since rolls 30 and 39' deliver two
58 which extends out of the slot and serves as a
blanks during each rotation of the roll 30, the
gripper roll will receive four blanks during its Wrist pin for the pitman.
rotation for each blank strip, that is, for each roll

30'. Consequently in the construction shown, the
gripper roll will receive twelve blanks during each
rotation. Therefore, as will later be explained
in detail, each gripper bearing portion of the grip

per roll has four grippers spaced 90° apart.

The hook 54 is reciprocated four times for each
rotation of the gripper roll, that is, once for the
passage of each gripper and also once for the
movement of each raised portion 30' on roll 30
through operative center, since roll 30 turns at
double the angular speed of roll 47. The drive

2,599,442
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stripper fingers 4 are provided which gride in
the grooves in roll 4 between and outside the
:gripper-bearing portions of the roll. These-strip

for the pitman 55 is taken off from the roll 30, as
shown especially in. Fig. 4. Asprocket 59 on the
‘hub of roll 30-outside sprocket-48 drives sprocket

- per fingers are disposed about 180° opposite the

60 which bears in a bracket 6 on the lower part

tofplate, f2, by means of chain.62 that run over the
two Sprockets. The lowerisprocket is half the size
of the upper sprocket, and therefore a crank
disc 63 on the inner-end of the hub of sprocket 6

5

receiving grippers, as shown in Fig. 6, and are
attached to and supported by a transverse.bar 75
Underraeath the roll 4 and attached, at its ends

: to the plates - -and 2. In case a blank escapes

is rotated at twice; the angular speed of roll 30 and
hence-at four times the angular speed of the grip

O

per roll 47.
Attached to the front or delivery end of the
machine frame are two angle members 64 which
have each a side plate and a narow horizontal
fange on its bottom and together constitute a
stacker-frame which is open at its outer end. A
-rock shaft 65 bears in brackets on the under side
of stacker frame members '64 and this rock shaft

the pick-off fingers, the appropriate Stripper
fingers 4 will strip it out of its grippers and

cause it to fall out of the Way.
While a specific embodiment of the invention
has been shown for the purpose of illustration, it
will be understood that the invention is not lin

ited to that particular-embodiment but is to in
clude modifications thereof within the Scope of
the invention as defined in the following claims.
What is claimed is:

is actuated by crank disc -63 through link 66 and

1. Means for stacking blanks having lateral

pitmans 55 through lever 68 and link 69, one for
. each stacker rod 53, the pitmans having a sub
stantially central fulcrum, being pivoted to out
Standing arms 70 that are attached to a plate if

gripper roll having at least one gripper On its
periphery, means to rotate the roll, delivery
means operating in timed relation to the roll to
insert a blank in the gripper on each rotation of
the roll, a pair of parallel rods disposed with
one end in the path of the notches in a blank
carried by the gripper and eperative to Strip the
blank from the gripper, a reciprocative hook

...lever 6. This rock-shaft 65 actuates the several 20 notches intermediate their ends comprising a

that extends across the outer-end of the stacker 25

frame. .

The stacker rods 53 are supported from plate
through bracket means shown in Fig. 2A
and S.OneWhat more in detail in Fig. 13. Up
standing from the plate
are two supporting
pins 72, the upper ends of which are entered in

associated with each rod operative to advance
30

holes in a short tangential bracket plate 73 on

each rod 53. In the case of the two outer stack

the stripped blank along the rods, and means
for reciprocating the hooks in time relation to
the passage of the gripper across the rod ends.
2. Means for stacking blanks having lateral

ing rods these plates 3 extend outwardly, and in
notches intermediate their ends comprising a
the case of the four intermediate rods the plates S 5 gripper roll having attached to its periphery at
of adjacent rods extend toward each other and
least one tangential spring gripper, means to ro
overlap, the two overlapped plates being support
tate the gripper roll in a direction with the free
ed by a common pair of pins 72. As will be seen end of the gripper trailing, delivery means Op

in FigS, A and 5, the pairs of rods diverge or
fan out toward their delivery ends So that indi
vidual stacks become Segregated as they build up.
The Way the blanks are delivered to the Stack
is best illustrated in Fig. 6. As there shown,
blank. A has just been torn from strip B2 and de

erating in timed relation to the roll to feed a

.

bank tangentially toward and at a Speed in ex
cess of that of the roll periphery and insert the
blank under the gripper on each rotation of the

roll, a pair of parallel rods disposed with-One end
in the path of the notches in the blank carried
livered to the grippers that are up at that in- ; ; by the gripper and operative to strip the blank
stant. The preceding blank A' has been car
from the gripper, a reciprocative hook associated
ried around by its grippers through an arc of 90
with each rod operative to advance the stripped
and is therefore vertical. The blank ahead of A,
blank along the rods, and means for reciprocat
namely, blank A', has been picked off by the up
ing the hooks in timed relation to the passage of
turned fingers or pick-off ends of rods 53, the ..) the gripper across the rod 'ends.

parts being so located that the pick-off fingers

3. Means for stacking blanks having lateral
notches intermediate their ends comprising a

enter the notches c of the blanks and strip
the blanks from the grippers. To illustrate this,
the blank A is shown in dotted lines in Fig. 6 in

the position which it occupies when its grippers

gripper roll having attached to its periphery at

55

have turned to the position in Which they are
shown in dotted lines. In the Sweep of blank A.
from the full line to the dotted line position, the

notches c pass over the ends of the pick-off
move to the left and pull the blank up against
the stack which is indicated by dotted lines in

fingers. At that instant the hook 54 is timed to

(3)

Fig. 6.

It may happen, particularly when running
slowly, that the blank will not be given enough

momentum to slide down the inclined pick-off
end of rods 53 to a position in front of the hooks
54. In that case the wipers 52 associated with
the immediately following grippers Will Wipe
the delinquent blank and push it down into the
range of the hook.
If accidentally the notches C should not reg

ister with and pass over the ends of the pick-off
around. To take care of such errant blanks,

finagers, the blank will of course be carried on

least one tangential spring gripper, means to re
tate the gripper roll in a direction with the free
end of the gripper trailing, feeding means for the
blanks including a pair of feed rolls disposed to
deliver blanks tangentially to the gripper roll,
means to rotate the feed rolls at a peripheral
Speed in excess of that of the gripper roll, a pair
of parallel rods disposed with One end in the path
of the notches in the blank carried by the grip
per and operative to strip the blank from tha
gripper, a reciprocative hook associated with each
rod operative to advance the stripped blank along
the rods, and means for reciprocating the hooks

in timed relation to the passage of the gripper
across the rod ends.

75

4. Means for stacking blanks having lateral
notches intermediate their ends comprising a
gripper roll having attached to its periphery at
least One tangential Spring gripper, means to
rotate the gripper roll in a direction with the
free end of the gripper trailing, a feed roll for

the blanks disposed to feed blanks tangentially

2,599,442
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to the gripper roll and having on its surface at

gripper roll having attached to its periphery a
plurality of equally Spaced tangential Spring grip

least one blank propeller operative to advance a

blank on each passage of the propeller through

pers, means to rotate the gripper roll in a di
rection with the free ends of the grippers trail
ing, a pair of feed rolls having their axes in a
common vertical plane and disposed to feed
blanks tangentially to the gripper roll, the feed
rolls being spaced with their peripheries out of

the plane of gripper roll tangency, means to ro

tate the feed roll at a peripheral speed double
that of the gripper roll, a pair of parallel rods

disposed with one end in the path of the notches
in the blank carried by the gripper and operative
to strip the blank from the gripper, a reciproca
tive hook associated with each rod operative to
advance the stripped blank along the rods, and

means for reciprocating the hooks in timed re
lation to the passage of the gripper across the

rod ends.

5. Means for stacking blanks having lateral
notches intermediate their ends comprising a

gripper roll having attached to its periphery a
plurality of equally spaced tangential spring
grippers, means to rotate the gripper roll in a di
rection with the free ends of the grippers trail
ing, a pair of feed rolls having their axes in a
common vertical plane and disposed to feed
blanks tangentially to the gripper roll, the feed
rolls being spaced with their peripheries out
of contact and the lower roll having on its pe
riphery equally spaced raised portions less in
number than the grippers and of a height to
cooperate with the upper roll to feed a blank,
means to rotate the lower feed roll at an angular
speed such that its peripheral speed exceeds that
of the gripper roll by the same ratio that the grip
pers exceed the raised portions in number, a pair

of parallel rods dispqsed with one end in the

path of the notches in the blank carried by the

gripper and operative to strip the blank from

0

contact and the lower roll having on its periphery
half the grippers and of a height to cooperate
equally Spaced raised portions in number one

with the upper roll to feed a blank, means to ro
tate the lower feed roll at an angular speed such
that its peripheral speed is double that of the
gripper roll, a pair of parallel rods disposed with

One end in the path of the notches in the blank

carried by the gripper and operative to strip
the blank from the gripper, a reciprocative hook
asSociated with each rod operative to advance
the stripped blank along the rods, and means for
reciprocating the hooks in timed relation to the
paSSage of the gripper across the rod ends.
ALOS ESSEX.
ELMER, E. GARRETT.
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